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In recent years the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) has been established as a popular
alternative to conventional computational fluid dynamics. With a free surface extension to
the method, simulation of bubbly flows and even metal foaming processes is possible. The
extension is based on a volume of fluid approach and an explicit tracking of the interface,
including a reconstruction of the curvature to model surface tension. In order to accomplish
realistic engineering applications, large domain sizes are required, and thus efficient parallelization for several thousand processes is inevitable. Our previous implementation of the
parallel free surface algorithm used all-to-all communication schemes resulting in only moderate parallel efficiency when using more than hundred processes. Therefore, the algorithm
has been adapted to communicate updates only locally in a restricted neighborhood, which
complicates data exchange between processes, in particular when bubbles extend across several
subdomains and in case topological changes occur through the coalescence of bubbles. The
novel algorithm increases parallel efficiency and enables usage of several thousand processors,
rendering large-scale engineering applications like simulation of liquid water in a fuel cell possible. It has been integrated into the waLBerla LBM framework, which features basic tools for
communication and data management, designed for massively parallel flow simulations. With
this implementation, free surface simulations exhibit parallel efficiency of 90% on up to 4 080
cores.

1 Introduction
A free surface extension of the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) has been studied for seven
years by our group. It has been used to successfully simulate metal foams (see Figure 1),

Figure 1: Simulation of metal foaming with free surface LBM.
which improved understanding of the foaming process. Besides this example, the method can
be used for simulation of a variety of engineering processes, such as the shape optimization of
boats or, most recently, the simulation of liquid water in the gas diffusion layer of a polymer
electrolyte fuel cell (see section 5).
In waLBerla, our software framework for large-scale LBM applications (see section 3), the
parallel free surface method proposed by Pohl [Poh08] has been implemented. A drawback of
this method is the all-to-all communication scheme (see section 2), which results in moderate parallel efficiency for more than hundred processes. Therefore, a new parallel algorithm
has been developed which works more locally and avoids global communication. This report
presents the algorithm itself as well as the resulting benefits for parallel efficiency.

1.1 Multi Phase Methods in Literature
In order to study multiphase flow phenomena, a variety of computational fluid dynamics techniques have been developed. Methods modeling immiscible components or phases can be
classified into two categories, where surface either evolves implicitly or is tracked explicity.
An implicit surface evolves from methods that separately simulate the flow of the different
fluids and couple them via some interaction mechanism. This may be realized via force terms
modeling intermolecular forces or based on diffusion laws.
In methods explicitly tracking the surface, the volumes of the phases are treated independently and their interaction is modeled by explicit boundary conditions at the interface. Common methods in this category are level-set approaches [CHMO96, SFSO98, OF01], boundary
integral methods [ZRD99, HLS01] and mass tracking algorithms, such as the volume-of-fluid
(VoF) method [MA95, Ghi03, GLN+ 99, AMSZ03].
Thereby, fluids’ behavior can be modeled either by Eulerian approaches, or solving the
Navier-Stokes equations by means of Finite Element methods, Finite Volume techniques, or
the lattice Boltzmann method. The advantage of LBM becomes apparent especially for flows
in complex geometries, since the mapping to the lattice is more flexible and involves less computational time than the creation of suitable discretization points as required for the other
methods. For multiphase flows various LBM-based numerical models have been developed.
Gunstensen et al. [GRZZ91] proposed a color model for simulation of immiscible fluids based
on the model of Rothmann and Keller [RK88]. Tölke [Töl01], too, presented a method based
on the Rothmann-Keller model, and extended it to cope with high density ratios. The approach proposed by Shan and Chen uses an interaction potential representing intermolecular
forces, capable of simulating multiphase and multicomponent fluid flows [SC93]. Inamuro
et al. [ITO03] proposed an LBM for multicomponent immiscible fluid with the same density.
These methods have in common that interfaces and effects resulting from surface tension evolve
implicitly by the models. On the other side, there are also lattice Boltzmann methods based
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on a free energy approach [OSY95, SOOY96] and level sets [HCZ99], where the interface is
described explicitly. Comparable to VoF approaches, a couple of free surface models arose
in the past decade for simulating moving interfaces between immiscible gas and liquids. The
method proposed by Ginzburg and Steiner [GS03] simulates collision only in “active” cells and
uses a recoloring operator for redistribution of fluid mass. The model variant by Körner et
al. [KTH+ 05] is based on the assumption that the influence of the gas phase on the liquid
phase can be reduced to the force exerted by its pressure and the surface tension. A further
simplified approach was used by Thürey et al. [Thü07, TPR+ 06, TR04] who used a normalized
atmospheric pressure for reconstruction at the interface. Xing et al. [XBN+ 07] proposed an
even more simplified method that gets along without curvature calculation and surface reconstruction. The advantage of Körner’s method is that simulation of bubbly flows and even
foams is possible. Thus, Pohl [Poh08] implemented Körner’s method in three dimensions and
successfully simplified the algorithm such that only small neighborhoods are required, such
that MPI parallelization is possible with only one halo layer for data exchange.

1.2 Free Surface Lattice Boltzmann Method
The LBM originates from the lattice gas cellular automata (LGCA), whereby McNamara and
Zanetti were the first to introduce the Boltzmann collision operator to LGCA in 1988 [MZ88].
Further work [HL97] has shown that the LBM can be directly derived from the continuous
Boltzmann equation. Thus it is independent of the LGCA and based on kinetic theory. It can
also be shown that the LBM is equivalent to an explicit finite difference scheme of the NavierStokes equations with second order spatial accuracy and first order temporal accuracy [JKL05].
The free surface extension introduces different types of lattice sites (cells), representing
either regions of liquid, gas, or of the interface in between. While in gas cells no computation
takes place, in liquid cells standard single phase LBM, as described in the first part of this
section, is performed. For the interface cells, special steps have to be carried out, which are
outlined in the second part of this section.
1.2.1 Single Phase Lattice Boltzmann Method
This overview of LBM focusses especially on the LBGK [MZ88] model which is most common.
In tensor notation, the time and space discretization of this model is given by
fα (xi + eα,i δt, t + δt) − fα (xi , t) = −

i
δt h
fα (xi , t) − fα(eq) (ρ(xi , t), ui (xi , t)) ,
τ

(1)

where fα (xi , t) is the discrete particle distribution function (PDF) which is defined as the
expected fraction of particles in the volume δx3 located at the lattice position xi with the
lattice velocity eα,i . For the sake of simplicity, quantities depending on xi and t will be written
without their dependencies, e.g. fα = fα (xi , t). The D3Q19 model [MSYL00], illustrated in
Figure 4, uses α ∈ [0, 18] lattice directions, having dimension i within [0, 2]. For the isothermal
case, the equilibrium distribution


1
1
1
fα(eq) (ρ, ui ) = ρ · wα · 1 + 2 (eα,i · ui ) + 4 (eα,i · ui )2 − 2 u2i
(2)
cs
2cs
2cs
depends on the macroscopic velocity ui (Equation 3) and the macroscopic density ρ (Equation 4). It is a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution function discretized for low mach numbers. In
the D3Q19 model cs = √13 , which is the thermodynamic speed of sound. Additionally, it has
the same order of magnitude as the quadratic mean of the fluid particles’ molecular velocities.
The macroscopic quantities of interest (ρ, ui ) can be determined from the first two moments
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Particle distributions
before stream step

and after stream step

Figure 2: Visualization of stream step

Figure 3: Illustration of collision step
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For the LBM, the macroscopic pressure is given by p = c2s ρ. The lattice velocities eα,i and the
lattice weights wα for the D3Q19 model are:
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Algorithmically, a lattice Boltzmann time step is split into two parts:
• The stream step represents the propagation of the fluid particles. It is modeled by the
left hand side of Equation 1. Here, the particle distribution functions are moved to their
neighboring cells, which corresponds to an advection of the fluid particles (see Figure 2).
• The collision step describes the collisions of the fluid particles and is modeled by the right
hand side of Equation 1. Here, τ determines the relaxation of the distribution functions
towards equilibrium and is therefore named the relaxation time (see Figure 3).
For a detailed description of the LBM see [Hän04, YMLS03, HL97].
1.2.2 Free Surface Extension
The free surface extension mainly consists of a special boundary treatment in interface cells.
Similar to VoF, an additional variable, the fill value ϕ, specifies the portion of the cell’s volume
filled with liquid. By definition, ϕ is 1 for liquid cells and 0 for gas cells. The mass contained
in an interface cell is
m = ϕ δx3 · ρ .
(5)
While mass transfer for liquid cells is modeled by the streaming
described in the previous part of this section, for interface cells
modeled as


0
∆m = fᾱ (xi + eα , t) − fα (xi , t)

1
2 [ϕ(xi , t) + ϕ(xi + eα , t)] [fᾱ (xi + eα , t) − fα (xi , t)]

of distribution functions as
mass exchange is explicitly
if (xi + eα ) is gas,
if (xi + eα ) is liquid,
if (xi + eα ) is interface,

where ᾱ denotes the opposite direction of α. Thus, mass transfer between interface and liquid
cell is the difference of the particles streaming into the interface cell and the particles streaming
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Figure 4: Discretization model D3Q19 in three dimensions with 18 discrete velocity directions and the
center representing the fraction of non-moving particles.

Figure 5: Instead of reconstructing only the undefined distribution functions from gas phase in an interface
cell (gray arrows in left image), the set of distribution functions pointing anti-parallel to surface
normal ni (eα,i · ni < 0, colored arrows in right image) are reconstructed [Poh08].
to the neighboring cell. The same value is used for the mass exchange among interface cells,
except that it is weighted with the mean liquid fraction of both cells.
Since gas cells do not have PDFs, the stream step cannot be performed directly. This is the
reason for the introduction of interface cells, which ensure that missing PDFs are reconstructed
for the stream step and that PDFs are not directly advected from a liquid to a gas cell. In the
interface cells, the missing PDFs are computed such that the force performed by the liquid
balances those arising from the gas pressure and surface tension, and the velocities of liquid
and gas are equal. Both requirements are met by the reconstruction method proposed by
Körner et al. [KTH+ 05], where all PDFs with eα,i · ni < 0 are calculated like
fα (xi − eα,i δt, t + δt) = fαeq (ρG , ui ) + fᾱeq (ρG , ui ) − fᾱ (xi , t) .

(6)

The gas density ρG is influenced by the gas pressure pG , the surface tension σ as well as
curvature κ, and is calculated by
ρG =

1
(pG + 2σκ(xi , t)) .
c2s

(7)

The second term arises from the energy balance pG · dV = σ · dA equalling the surface tension
on the surface dA to the gas pressure in volume dV . The gas pressure is equal at any point
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Figure 6: Data representation of a bubble in free-surface LBM: Every gas and interface cell holds an ID of
the bubble it belongs to. Besides this cell-based data, each process stores a list of bubble entries
containing the corresponding volume data for each bubble.
inside the bubble and can be calculated from its volume: Each bubble is characterized by its
initial volume V ∗ and its current volume V (t). Hence, the normalized gas pressure is calculated
as
V∗
.
(8)
pG =
V (t)
The atmosphere is treated specially by setting the inital volume equal to its current volume in
each time step to have a constant pressure of 1. While coalescence of bubbles can be handled
by summing their volumes of V ∗ and V (t), segmentation of bubble is not covered in this
model. Evaluation of Equation 8 implies that any volume change resulting from gas movement
or change of bubble shape has to be tracked throughout the simulation. Depending on the
fill value ϕ, interface cells are converted into gas or liquid cells via conversion rules, which are
further explained in [Poh08]. Each change of a fill value, and each cell conversion contributes
to the change of V (t) of the corresponding bubble. Algorithmically, information on bubbles is
represented by two data types. Gas and interface cells store a connection to the bubble they
belong to, called bubbleID. Additionally to this cell-based data, each process stores the volume
data of the bubbles, which has to be consistently updated in each time step (see Figure 6).
In terms of computational effort, the most complex part of this method is determination of
the curvature κ in each time step. For this, the surface normal ~n is computed as the gradient
of the fill values using a Parker-Youngs approximation [PY92]. With the normal and fill value,
surface points are determined for each cell, which serve as input for computation of curvature
κ. More details on this algorithm can be found in [Poh08].

1.3 Introduction of the waLBerla Framework
The free surface method has been incorporated into an existing LBM software framework
called waLBerla [FGD+ 07] which features basic tools for data management and parallelization, designed for massively parallel flow simulations. It is used as platform for sophisticated
extensions to the LBM. Besides blood flow and Brownian motion, most prominent examples
are multi-component flows, multi-phase or free-surface flows, and flows with moving objects.
Most recently, large-scale simulation of fluid-structure interaction (FSI) has been accomplished
(Figure 7, [GFI+ 08]). With the successful integration of large-scale free surface method, simulation in fuel cells (see section 5) is feasible, and possibly the combination with FSI will be
achieved in future.
In order to achieve high flexibility, waLBerla provides concepts for easy integration of userdefined extensions: The computational domain is split into so-called patches that may have
different features implemented by the user. Since several patches can be assigned to the same
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Figure 7: Parallel simulation of fluid-structure interaction. Visualization of many objects in a funnel, with
liquid flow from the bottom upwards (left). Right image illustrates the boundaries of the 64
processes involved in fluid simulation by transparent planes.
process, waLBerla internally realizes data exchange by either process-local or MPI communication. Each data exchange consists strictly of a pair of non-blocking send and blocking receive,
in exactly this order. The data to be communicated is stored in buffers defined by user routines. It can have arbitrary format and length. Several messages sent in the same sweep to the
same target process are concatenated into a single MPI message and dispatched at the other
site. For each iteration of the time loop, the sequence control executes a user-defined order
of so-called sweep routines that traverse the grid and manipulate data. Before each sweep,
communication of required data takes place. The sweep function can also request a reiteration before the next sweep is executed. The core of waLBerla features basic functionalities
for LBM simulation and guarantees good scaling efficiency for 512 cores and beyond. More
details on performance of waLBerla can be found in [FGD+ 09]. In the following, “process”
and “patch” will be used synonymously, since waLBerla makes the difference between local
and MPI communication transparent to the user.

2 Local Merge Algorithm
The complex calculations for computing the curvature require many communication steps.
Cell-based data like normals, PDFs, and cell states have to be communicated seven times
per time step, and bubble volume data once. Cell-based data is communicated only with
direct neighbors by exchanging one halo layer. In contrast, volume data of bubbles has to be
broadcasted to a larger vicinity. In Pohl’s [Poh08] implementation, for reasons of simplicity,
this data is exchanged among all processes. This facilitates handling of bubble movement
and coalescence. The approach scales well for a small number of processes, but if more than
100 processes are involved, all-to-all communication is inefficient. Since ambitious engineering
applications often result in demand for extensive memory requirement and several thousand
processors, the algorithm described in this section works on a localized vicinity and handles
merges of bubble volume data such that only processes harboring the same bubble have to
communicate the data.
Bubble coalescence occurs if two bubbles are very near to each other and there are no
hindering forces. Algorithmically, two gas regions will be merged as soon as the interfaces
have contact, i.e. two interface cells of different bubbles are adjacent. Then, the volume data
of one bubble is added to the other and all cells of the old bubble are assigned the ID of the
target bubble. Of course, this incident has to be communicated throughout the whole domain,
or at least the region the two bubbles occupy. In case several bubbles touch each other in the
same time step, all bubbles are transformed to a single target bubble (see Figure 8).
Since in Pohl’s method all bubbles’ volume data is known to every process, it is possible to
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efficiently combine data exchange of bubble coalescence with the routinely performed exchange
of volume update. Thus, even if several bubble merges occur in a time step, only one all-to-all
communication is necessary.

2.1 Arising Challenges due to Localization
Communicating bubble data only among processes the corresponding bubbles are contained
in is the key to large-scale parallelization. However, as soon as not all bubbles are known to
all processes, different problems result, arising from topological changes of the gas regions.
If a bubble crosses the process boundary, the target process has to recognize that it needs
to receive the volume data of a new bubble, and it has to be clear which process sends this
data. Furthermore, in case of a merging it may happen that a known bubble coalesces with
other bubbles that are not known to the process (e.g. patch I sees bubble 4 merging with
unknown bubbleID 5 in Figure 8). In the waLBerla implementation, the cell-based bubbleID,
used to link interface and gas cells to the corresponding bubbles, is indicator for the bubble
data transmission (see Figure 6). In a sweep that communicates the bubbleIDs with the
neighbors, a process can recognize unknown bubbleIDs in the halo layers. In this case, the
process awaits bubble volume data for this bubbleID from this neighbor in the next sweep.
Likewise, if a process recognizes bubbleIDs at the border to be not present in the halo, and the
corresponding bubble is not yet registered on the neighboring process, it will send this bubble
in the next sweep. Since this next sweep has to communicate also other, cell-based data,
transmission of a bubble means no additional overhead (except for the longer message, which
is negligible). As commonly bubbles cover a distance of a cell within approx. 1 000 time steps,
this mechanism results in frequent sending of bubble data during this time. However, since
on most computer architectures parallel efficiency depends mainly on the number of messages
(i.e. the latency of the network) instead of the length of the messages (i.e. the bandwidth of
the network), influence of this fact is negligible.
In the novel implementation, exchange of volume updates occurs only among those processes
a bubble resides on. To achieve this, each bubble holds a list of its harboring patches. Merging
of bubble data is splitted in two steps, the recognition of the coalescence, and the fusion of
their data. If a process recognizes during a sweep that two bubbles have to be merged, this
information is stored in the bubble and also exchanged among the owning processes when
update data is communicated. This way, conflicts can be solved in the case that a bubble
touches another multiple times on different processes (like bubble 12 and 4 on patches H and J
in Figure 8). Having distributed this information consistently, the algorithm presented in the
following part of this section is able to process all outstanding merges.
For the case of several patches detecting a merge between the same two bubbles (either
because the bubbles touch twice, or the contact occurs on patch boundaries in or near the
halo), a patch hierarchy was introduced that decides on the responsibility of the merge. The
hierarchy is simply derived from the coordinates of the patch, such that the processes obtain
same results independently from each other.

2.2 Merge Sequence
Due to the communication scheme of waLBerla, message exchange occurs before the merge
algorithm can start to act. In case of the merge sweep special communication buffers are used
which are empty in the beginning. Thus, if no mergings are scheduled, no communication
overhead will occur (see line line 2 in Algorithm 1), and the sweep function will immediately
return such that the next sweep can be processed. Consequently, processes with no bubbles involved in mergers may already perform the next sweep. Based on merge information available,
the merge sweep requests new iterations of itself. It processes all outstanding coalescences in
a hierarchical manner, using as many iterations as needed. Thereby, even if several bubbles
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Figure 8: Two-dimensional sketch of many bubbles with indication of bubbleIDs, patch list and merge
information. In spite of the unphysical shapes of the bubbles, this scenario examplarily includes
many special cases which are not unlikely.
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coalesce with each other in the same time step, the algorithm subsequently always merges data
of pairs until all involved bubbles result in one target bubble.
Basically, Algorithm 1 relies on three principles:
• For each merge pair exactly one patch is responsible to perform the merge. The responsibility is decided by introduction of a patch hierarchy (for the case that two bubbles merge
exactly on the boundary of two patches), and stored in the merge list.
• Merges are performed hierarchically, i.e. action starts with highest bubbleIDs rippling
down to the lowest. Information of the bubble with higher bubbleID is added to the
bubble with lower bubbleID. The bubble with higher bubbleID is deleted while the target
bubble persists with the combined data.
• Patches that recognize outstanding mergers, but are not responsible, expect to get appropriate data from the patch in charge.
Lines 4 to 15 ensure that appropriate communication pairs are established such that no
deadlock can occur. As soon as a responsible patch does not have to wait for data of higher
mergings (line 19), it can start to merge the pair of bubbles, possibly several pairs within the
same sweep iteration (e.g. patch F in Figure 8 performs the fusion of bubbles 11 and 5, 9 and
7, 7 and 6, as well as 6 and 5 in the same iteration). Having merged a pair of bubbles, the
patch has to ensure that all other patches knowing one of the involved bubbles are supplied
with the required data: It sends an A-type message containing complete data of the resulting
bubble to all patches that knew the removed bubble (with the higher bubbleID). All patches
that knew the target bubble (i.e. the bubble with lower bubbleID) already before the merger
get a B-type message containing the additional volume and the new patch list and merge list.
This distinction between two message types is important in the case that one of these patches
knows both bubbles (like patch F for bubbles 2 and 3, when patch C merges them in Figure 8).
If a B-type message is received, the contained volumes are added to the target bubble, and
its lists are overwritten by the new ones. If an A-type message is received, the old bubble
is deleted, and a new bubble based on the data in the message is created. Additionally, all
bubbles that were scheduled to merge with the old bubble have to be updated to merge with
the newly created one. Incoming messages are processed in the order of receive. This is why
the process responsible for the merge sends first all B-type messages and then the A-type
messages. (Combination of several messages into one MPI transmission in waLBerla ensures
that messages are received and processed in the same order as the sender issued them.)
Depending on the order bubbles are merged, it may happen that a merge target of a third
bubble is not existent anymore. In such a case, a C-type message is sent to all patches that
know this third bubble. Also, if a process receives an A-type message, it has to notify other
processes about changes on yet other bubbles, unknown to the first, by C-type messages in the
next iteration. This situation can even cause a change of responsibility for a bubble merge,
which may lead to a short-timed inconsistent state between the processes. An example is
illustrated in Figure 9 and Table 1. At the beginning, patch A is responsible for the merge of
1 and 3, C is supposed to merge 2 and 1, and patch D has to merge 3 and 2. Patch B is only
passively involved and awaits data for the two merges of bubble 3. Patch D starts to merge
the highest bubbleIDs, 3 and 2. When adding the merge list of bubble 3 to bubble 2, merge
of the new bubble 2 with 1 is decided to occur on patch A. Patch D sends a B-type message to
C, containing only volume update data and the new lists for bubble 2, and an A-type message
to A and B, containing the complete data of the new bubble 2. Patch C therefore knows that
bubble 2 now merges with 1 on A. Patch A received a replacement for bubble 3 by bubble 2
and can therefore update the merge list of bubble 1. However, since patch D does not know
bubble 1, it could not inform patch C on a change of the merge list via a C-type message.
Thus, patch C still assumes to be responsible for the merge of bubble 1 and 2. Line 11 in
Algorithm 1 ensures that in this case patch C issues no message to A, which would not expect
one. The inconsistent state is resolved in the next iteration when patch A forwards the change
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Algorithm 1: The Merge Algorithm
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

repeat
if communicationBuffers not empty then communicate messages;
newIterationRequired ← false;
foreach bubble B do
if B merges on other patch P then
communicationBuffers ← expect message from P;
newIterationRequired ← true;
end
if B merges on this patch
and resides also on other patches
and B is not in inconsistent state then
foreach patch P B resides on do
communicationBuffers ← empty message to P;
end
newIterationRequired ← true;
end
end
foreach bubble B with scheduled merges do
if B merges only with lower IDs
and B merges with next lower ID M on this patch
and M’s highest ID to merge is B then
Add volume of B to M;
scheduledIDRenamings ← B into M;
foreach bubble O that is scheduled to merge with B do
replace merge to B with merge to M;
send C message to all patches O resides on;
end
add all merge information of B to M;
oldMpatchList ← current list of patches M resides on;
add list of patches B resides on to M;
foreach patch P in oldMpatchList do
send B message containing update data for M;
end
oldMpatchList ← current list of patches M resides on;
foreach patch P in oldMpatchList do
send A message containg whole data of M to replace B;
end
remove bubble data B;
end
end
if not newIterationRequired and scheduledIDRenamings not empty then
optimize ID renaming list;
traverse lattice domain and rename the IDs;
end
until not newIterationRequired ;
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Figure 9: Sketch of a simple merge example causing an intermediate inconsistent state.

iteration
0

1

2

Table 1: Steps performed iteratively
Patch
Bubble 1
Patch List Merge List
A
A, C
2C, 3A
B
C
A, C
2C, 3A
D
A
A, C
2A
B
C
A, C
2C, 3A
D
A
A, B, C, D
B
A, B, C, D
C
A, B, C, D
D
A, B, C, D

for merging the three bubbles in Figure 9.
Bubble 2
Bubble 3
Patch List Merge List Patch List Merge List
A, B, D
1A, 2D
A, B, D
1A, 2D
C, D
1C, 3D
C, D
1C, 3D
A, B, D
1A, 2D
A, B, C, D 1A
A, B, C, D 1A
A, B, C, D 1A
A, B, C, D 1A

via C-type message. In the same iteration, patch A already merges bubbles 2 and 1 and thus,
after 3 iterations all patches have consistent information on the single target bubble.
As mentioned before, several bubbles may be merged at the same time. In order to avoid
several costly cycles to rename bubbleIDs in the cell-based data fields, renaming is only scheduled (line 23) and performed in the last iteration when all merges have been processed. An
optimization step ensures that obsolete renamings are saved. Thus, for the scenario in Figure 8, all bubbleIDs are renamed directly to 1 instead of e.g. first renaming 10 to 4, 4 to 3, 3
to 2 and lastly 2 to 1.

2.3 Efficiency of Merge Algorithm
Pohl implemented two different communication schemes for exchange of bubble data: One
using all-to-all message tools from the MPI library, and one scheme where all processes are
lined up on a chain and messages start at both ends, rippling the updates through the chain
while every intermediate process adds its information (for more details see [Poh08]). Thus,
either one global all-to-all communication step is needed, or N − 1 communication steps with
2 local messages each, if N is the process count.
In contrast, the merge algorithm introduced here, requires less iterations and communication,
depending on the number of bubbles to merge and the number of processes involved. The very
unlikely scenario depicted in Figure 8 is resolved after only 6 iterations, compared to N − 1 = 9
iterations or one all-to-all message, respectively. For an equitable comparison, the exchange
of bubble update data has to be included, which Pohl fused in the same step, thus the novel
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Figure 10: Worst case example for merge algorithm, where 25 bubbles merge in same time step on 16
processes.
algorithm needs 7 iterations for the same work. However, due to the need of patches expecting
data to establish a connection in each iteration, the novel algorithm results in a high amount
of local messages to nearest and near neighbors: In total 154 messages result in an average of
15.4 messages per patch, where patch F peaks with a total of 30 messages. Thus, each patch
(except patch A) communicates more than two message pairs per iteration. Taking into account
both iteration count and number of messages, the novel merge algorithm does not reduce
consumption of resources compared to the chain version of Pohl. Moreover, Figure 10 depicts
a worst case scenario for the novel algorithm: If the 25 bubbles, occupying the whole domain,
coalesce with each other in the same time step, the localized algorithm needs 25 iterations in
addition to the preceding update step, which is more than the N − 1 = 15 iterations in case of
the chain-like communication. Each of the 16 patches communicated 113.25 times in average,
which sums up to a total number of 1 812 messages within a restricted vicinity.
Whereas a fair comparison of the merge algorithms is problematic due to the dependency
on the scenario, the outstanding advantage of the new method is the prevention of all-to-all
communication for the bubble updates. Even if the new merge algorithm is less efficient, a
merge (and even simple merges of two small bubbles) happens very seldom compared to the
frequent volume change updates in every time step. Due to numerical limits of LBM, resolution
commonly has to be chosen such that bubbles cover distances of one lattice cell in not less
than 1 000 time steps. The advantage of saved all-to-all communication in every time step is
expressed by performance graphs in section 4.

3 Implementation Details
While some functionalities of the novel algorithm could be included in existing sweeps, also
new sweeps had to be introduced. Figure 11 depicts the new sequence flow which is performed
by patches executing the free surface application. New sweeps are FSMergeBubblesSweep and
FSFindBorderCrossingMergesSweep. Most of the sweeps communicate cell-based data using
the built-in field communication routines of waLBerla. Communication of bubble volumes and
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Figure 11: Sequence of sweeps executed in each time step for free surface application. The two newly introduced sweeps are emphasized by color. Elliptic objects depict the type of data communicated
prior to execution of the sweep function.
merge messages occurs by employing an extra routine that prepares the buffers for the standard functions (see subsection 3.2). The FSMergeBubblesSweep mainly performs the algorithm
outlined in Algorithm 1 and described in subsection 2.2. The FSFindBorderCrossingMergesSweep handles detection of bubbles crossing patch boundaries.

3.1 Crossing Border and Merge Detection
As already explained in section 2, detection of a merge happens separately from its execution.
Among others, the FSUpdateFillMassBubbleSweep routine performs the conversion of liquid
into interface cells as scheduled by the sweeps before. Newly created interface cells are assigned
a bubbleID which is taken from interface or gas cells in the neighborhood of the new cell.
If during this search different bubbleIDs are encountered, the new interface cell is directly
adjacent to another interface cell that belongs to a different bubble. Then, merge of these two
bubbles is scheduled by adding this information to the data of the bubbles.
Detection of bubbles crossing patch boundaries occurs in the FSFindBorderCrossingMergesSweep, right after the FSUpdateFillMassBubbleSweep. This must happen in an additional
sweep and cannot be performed during the FSUpdateFillMassBubbleSweep, because the newly
assigned bubbleIDs have to be communicated first. If a bubbleID near the patch border is detected to not having a neighboring cell with the same bubbleID in the halo, and the list of
patches of the corresponding bubble does not yet contain the neighboring patch, this patch is
added to an extra field in the bubble data container. The subsequent FSUpdateBubblesSweep
communicates the bubble update data to every patch contained in its patch list, and sends
the whole data of this bubble to the newly added patches. After communication, each patch
adds the newly added patch to the patch list of the bubble, such that in subsequent time
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steps volume update data will be exchanged also with the new patch. The same mechanism
is used for leaving bubbles: Since FSFindBorderCrossingMergesSweep also has to look for
merges in the interior domain, it traverses the whole grid anyway. At this occasion, it marks
every bubble whose bubbleID has been found in a cell as “seen”. At the end, all bubbles not
marked as “seen” will be scheduled for deletion. Again, the FSUpdateBubblesSweep first has
to communicate the removal of this patch from the bubble before the actual removal can take
place.

3.2 Implementation of Communication for Novel Algorithm
Specific free surface communication is called two times per time step, the FSUpdateBubblesSweep and FSMergeBubblesSweep.
FSUpdateBubblesSweep always communicates the volume updates each process has determined, which are added to the volume of the bubble in the sweep function. Additionally,
the merge lists of the bubbles are communicated. After the reception of a merge list, the
sweep function fuses it with the one contained in the bubble. Thereby, conflicts are handled
as described in section 2. Additionally, as mentioned before, the scheduled adding or removal
of patches to or from a bubble, respectively, is communicated among all patches that already
know the corresponding bubble. After communication, the sweep function performs the adding
and removal on the list of patches for each bubble. If a patch was added, the sweep function
requests a second iteration, which is used to send this bubble to the newly added patch.
Since FSMergeBubblesSweep uses own communication buffers (see subsection 2.2), the only
task of the specialized communication routine is to appropriately copy messages to the standard
buffers of waLBerla, if needed. The messages of types A, B or C, which contain differently
detailed information on bubble merges, are assembled by the sweep function that performs the
algorithm presented in Algorithm 1.

3.3 Implementation of Pohl’s Communication Schemes
Both all-to-all and chain communication scheme by Pohl are implemented in waLBerla for the
bubble volume data communication. The method to use can be specified via the parameter
file. Since both schemes act on the assumption that every process knows all bubbles, special
handling in the first time step had to be introduced, because initialization cannot allocate
bubbles not residing on a patch due to its position in initialization process of waLBerla. Thus,
if one of those schemes is activated, a special initialization step will schedule all bubbles to be
sent to all patches, and ensure that deletion of bubbles is deactivated. Hence, in the first time
step, novel standard communication as described in section 2 is performed.
With this preparation, the all-to-all scheme is already set up, since the default behavior
of the communication routine is to exchange volume update data among all patches of a
bubble, and all bubbles are assigned to all patches. In places where it affects performance,
mechanisms to detect border crossing bubbles and to send and receive bubbles are deactivated.
Consequently, the all-to-all communication scheme implemented in waLBerla might not be as
efficient as that of Pohl [Poh08], because all-to-all primitives of MPI library could optimize
message count, whereas waLBerla sends full number of N 2 − N messages, with N being the
process count.
Pohl implemented the chain-like communication scheme by pairs of receives and sends,
except for the both processes at the ends of the chain, which have to first send and receive
afterwards. Since in waLBerla each communication consists of a pair of send and receive, a
patch has to send an empty message in order to receive from another patch. Thus, every patch
has to communicate four times in order to receive and send both the upwards and downwards
package. This is the reason why the chain is realized by means of the iteration mechanism in
waLBerla. Figure 12 exemplarily shows six patches that have to ripple their messages through
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Figure 12: Chain communication scheme, where processes (circles) at both ends start to send messages
upwards and downwards, respectively. Dashed arrows depict empty messages.
the chain. From hierarchy, each patch (depicted by circles in the Figure) knows its position
k ∈ [0 . . . N − 1] in the chain, with N as the patch count. Simple rules define in which iteration
i messages are to be sent or received. Accordingly, a patch
• sends an empty message downwards,
if i = k − 1, unless k = 0
• sends an empty message upwards,
if i = N − k − 2, unless k = N − 1
• sends an update message downwards, if i = N − k − 1, unless k = 0
• sends an update message upwards,
if i = k, unless k = N − 1.
For all other iterations, the patch does nothing, except requesting the next iteration, which
is necessary because waLBerla internally inludes the iteration counter in the tag argument of
MPI calls. Having received a message, the sweep function fuses its own information with the
received one and sends the combined data to the next participant in the chain. Since data
of the upward and downward stream have to be handled separately, application of received
updates to the own bubble data structs must not happen as long as i ≤ max(k, N − k − 1).
Hence, patches with rank k > 0 and k < N − 1 may finish communication earlier and already
proceed with the next sweep. The two patches at the end of the chain complete the task in
iteration i = N − 2, for odd N and in iteration i = N − 1 if N is even. During this time, up
to 2 · (N − 1) communication pairs have been exchanged.

4 Results
Performance evaluation was performed on two different architectures:
• Woody, an IA32-based cluster at Regional Computing Center of Erlangen (RRZE), featuring 217 nodes, each with two dual-core Woodcrest CPUs and 8 GB of memory [Woo],
• HLRB2, an IA64-based SGI Altix system at Leibniz Computing Center in Garching
(LRZ), having a total count of 4 864 dual-core Itanium 2 processors with non-uniform
memory access (NUMA) to 39 TB of main memory [HLR].
Measurement unit is million lattice site updates per second (MLups), which is a common unit
for LBM enabling comparison of different implementations for the same model. For single-
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Figure 13: Weak and strong scaling on a Woodcrest platform [Woo] simulating a single small rising bubble
in the center of the domain (left) and two small rising bubbles far apart of each other (right).
For strong scaling, the domain size is 320 · 200 · 200 lattice cells (≈ 6.5 GB). Weak scaling scales
from 1993 (≈ 4 GB) on 4 cores to 7943 (≈ 256 GB) on 256 cores.
phase simulations a more equitable basis of comparison are MFlups, which count the updates
of fluid cells only, excluding solid cells. However, for free surface simulations it is difficult to
find a fair basis for comparison, since performance heavily depends on the number of liquid,
gas and interface cells, which varies from time step to time step. Thus, the floating point
operations (Flops) performed per cell update differs strongly. A liquid cell update is around
300 Flops, updating an interface cell costs approx. 3 200 Flops. The scenario with one small
bubble results in around 350 Flops/Lup (measured value). All performance experiments were
performed with waLBerla, using one patch per process in order to avoid overhead due to local
communication. This section intends to show the performance gain by the advantage of saved
all-to-all communication for the bubble volume update exchange, not observing the merge
algorithm of subsection 2.2 itself. Therefore, simple simulations have been carried out with
either only one bubble in the center of the domain, or two bubbles far apart of each other.
Since the free-surface extension aims for usage in engineering applications, scaling experiments
are designed differently as usual: Strong scaling tests the improvement of simulation run time
by increasing only the number of processes while simulation scenario and domain size stays the
same. The weak scaling experiments show the performance behavior if the same simulation
scenario is carried out with different lattice resolutions and appropriately increased number
of processes. Here, the number and physical size of bubbles is constant, while their size in
lattice units grows. Hence, memory consumption per core is kept constant, resulting in small
deviations of lattice cell count, which are smaller than 1% and therefore negligible.
As Figure 13 shows, the novel algorithm ensures better parallel performance and efficiency.
Of course, a small bubble causes little communication effort for the local communication procedure, compared to the two all-to-all communication types. This is especially noticeable for
strong scaling, because of two reasons: First, due to the fixed domain and bubble sizes, patches
without contribution to simulation of the bubble appear at an earlier stage of scaling and in
larger number. Second, the communication-to-computation ratio increases and thus the effect
of saved communication becomes more prominent. By the local algorithm, efficiency on 256
cores improved to 40% compared to 24%. Performance of simulating two bubbles that are apart
of each other such that their treatment occurs independently—and thus in parallel—expectedly
depicts the same scaling behavior (right graph in Figure 13).
Obviously, scaling efficiency is not affected by higher numbers of independent bubbles. However, higher numbers of processes per bubble, several bubbles per process, or simply larger
bubbles increase the number of processes involved in the update of them and thus have an
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Figure 14: Weak and strong scaling on a Woodcrest platform [Woo] simulating a
larger rising bubble in the center of
the domain. The diameter of the
bubble is half of the domain’s width.
Domain sizes like in Figure 13.

Figure 15: Weak scaling on the Itanium 2based Altix “HLRB2” with NumaLink4 interconnect [HLR]. The domain scales from 9503 (≈ 439 GB)
on 128 cores to 3 0103 (≈ 14 TB) on
4080 cores.

impact on performance. As a result, the performance gain of variant “local” compared to
the all-to-all communication schemes shrinks, as Figure 14 shows for a simulation of a larger
bubble, having a diameter of half the domain width.
The novel free-surface LBM implemented in waLBerla scales well also for large numbers of
processes, as illustrated in Figure 15, where the domain size was chosen to result in a memory
consumption of 3.5 GB per core in order to assess the potential in maximum simulation size.
At the time, single-core performance on Itanium 2 is much less than on Woodcrest (0.35 MLups
compared to 1.15 MLups). However, thanks to the good scaling and the huge memory resources
of this computer, domain sizes of 3 0003 lattice cells and more are possible, enabling simulations
of seriously challenging real-life engineering applications.

5 Applications
Figure 16 illustrates a computed scenario verifying some key functionalities of the novel algorithm. The domain has been computed by 32 processes with 128 patches. It contains three
bubbles of different size, rising to an atmosphere due to gravity. This special scenario demonstrates that transmission of bubbles between patches works smoothly, both locally and by MPI.
The merge of the two bubbles occurs exactly on a process boundary, such that patch hierarchy
decides the responsibility for the merge.
Figure 17 shows that the novel algorithm enables finely resolved simulations of many bubbles:
A domain of 7.7·108 lattice cells contains 3 000 rising bubbles of different diameters, consuming
approx. 400 GB of memory. Thanks to the improved parallel efficiency, 256 processes compute
5 000 time steps within 7 hours only.
A recent project with other universities, research institutes, and industry involves the simulation of liquid water in a polymer-electrolyte fuel cell (PEFC) with a proton exchange membrane. On the cathode side of the membrane, reaction of protons, electrons, and oxygen
results in liquid water, which is to be evacuated from the reaction zone to sustain electrical
performance. Hence, optimization of the structure and properties of the porous membrane
is of particular interest. Since experiments cannot accomplish reliable quantification of water throughput in relation to material parameters due to the micron scales, simulation will
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Figure 16: Visualization of bubbles rising towards an atmosphere, two of them coalescing with each other.
The colors depict the fill value of the corresponding lattice cell. Simulation run with 128
patches.

Figure 17: Small extract from the simulation of 3 000 bubbles at time steps 1 (left) and 15 000 (right)
showing only gas cells (white) and interface cells (colored by fill value).
assist improvement of process. The gas diffusion layer (GDL) of a PEFC is characterized by
a porous structure consisting of many thin fibers. Water generated in the layer below this
structure has to evacuate towards a flow channel above. Figure 18 shows a flooding scenario
in a similar geometry, indicating the suitability of the novel algorithm for large-scale simulations. The simulation shown in Figure 18 was carried out on a domain of 2.7 · 107 lattice cells.
Final evaluations will be extended to domain sizes of 2.5 · 109 lattice cells. Due to nondisclosure agreements, Figure 18 shows a synthetically generated geometry by random placement of
fibers, not resembling any characteristics of a true GDL.

6 Conclusion
The parallel free-surface extension of the LBM exhibits massive computation and communication effort. Besides seven communication steps with direct neighbors, it involves an exchange
of bubble volume update data in each time step, which has to be communicated among the processes that belong to the corresponding bubbles. In a previous implementation by Pohl [Poh08]
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Figure 18: Small extract of simulation in fiber geometry similar to gas diffusion layer of fuel cell. Colors
on liquid surface depict fill values.
this is realized by all-to-all communication resulting in moderate parallel efficiency for more
than hundred processor cores. A novel algorithm handles bubble exchange and coalescence
more locally, involving only the processes containing the corresponding bubble, rendering global
communication unnecessary. The efficiency of the merge algorithm is compared with the previous implementation. For a profound comparison of perfomance, the novel algorithm as well
as the global communication schemes have been implemented into waLBerla, which is a LBM
framework specialized for massively parallel flow simulations. Both weak and strong scaling
experiments show enhanced parallel efficiency for more than 64 processes. It also has been
shown that the implementation enables large-scale parallel simulations with several thousand
processes and up to 14 TB of memory.
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